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ondenmation of torture is universal and its prohibition forms not only part of customary international law, but has joined that narrow category of crimes so egregious as to demand universal criminal jurisdiction. Yet despite the considerable progress made towards outlawing torture, there is a frequent and growing tendency to circumvent the law against it by drawing ever finer distinctions between its depravities and the “lesser” acts of what is commonly known as cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment (CIDT), which is also prohibited but not criminalized as extensively as torture. Perhaps most emblematic of such circumvention has been the Bush administration’s policies toward torture and inhuman treatment in the wake of its putative “War on Terror,” which this article adopts as its case study. In so doing, it examines how the now infamous torture memos produced by the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel exploited the “gap” between torture and CIDT by focusing almost exclusively on the severity of treatment and the degree of pain suffered as the principal distinction between the two. This approach is legally untenable: it ignores important jurisprudential developments emphasizing the prohibited purposes behind torture as the principal element distinguishing it from other forms of ill-treatment. Even more troubling, however, is the perverted effect this approach has had on debates over torture itself, making it too often the centerpiece of discussion at the cost of “lesser,” but more common abuses, such as CIDT.

The Legal Regime against Torture and Inhuman Treatment

Although a number of treaties prohibit torture and CIDT, the basic formula for the prohibition stems from Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which declares, “No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”1 Other regional human rights treaties — notably, the European Convention on Human Rights,2 the American Convention on Human Rights,3 and the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights4 — largely reproduce the Declaration’s prohibition although their relative scope of protection varies. Likewise, Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) states that, “No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”5

Notably, the ICCPR does not contain any definition of these concepts and the Human Rights Committee, the treaty body that monitors States Parties’ compliance with the Covenant, “does not consider it necessary to draw sharp distinctions between the various prohibited forms of treatment or punishment.”6 Rather, in a 1982 General Comment (later updated in 1992), the Committee stated that such distinctions “depend on the nature, purpose and severity of the treatment applied.”7 Similarly, Nigel Rodley, a former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, identifies a three-part test applied by regional human rights bodies in defining torture: 1) the relative intensity of the pain or suffering inflicted; 2) the purpose for inflicting it; and 3) the status of the perpetrator, i.e., whether he/she is acting in a public capacity.8 Where the threshold between torture and CIDT is concerned, two human rights bodies — the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and the United Nations Committee against Torture (Committee) — have addressed in particular detail the first and second pillars: the intensity of pain and the purpose for its infliction.

The European Commission and Court of Human Rights

The intensity of pain or suffering caused by torture first received attention in a 1969 case brought by Denmark and other states against the Greek military government. There, the (now defunct) European Commission of Human Rights (Commission) was called upon to interpret Article 3 of the European Convention, which provides that “[n]o one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” The Commission divided Article 3’s overall prohibition into a three-part typology, defining “inhuman treatment” as covering “at least such treatment as deliberately causes severe suffering, mental or physical, which, in the particular situation is unjustifiable.”9 Treatment was degrading if it “grossly humiliates [a person] before others or drives him to act against his will or conscience.”10 Finally, the Commission continued, “torture is often used to describe inhuman treatment, which has a purpose, such as the obtaining of information or confessions, or the infliction of punishment, and it is generally an aggravated form of inhuman treatment.”11 The Commission accepted that the severity of pain or suffering could distinguish inhuman treatment from other, potentially justifiable treatment, but it was the purpose of the conduct that was of paramount importance in distinguishing between torture and CIDT. Both involved suffering but, whereas “severe” suffering might, in certain instances, be justifiable — for example, shooting a fleeing suspect in the leg if it was the only way to apprehend him — torture could never be justified since it contained an additional purpose, i.e., “the obtaining of information or confessions, or the infliction of punishment.”

Although the Commission’s decision heavily influenced the 1975 United Nations Declaration against Torture, which similarly adopted the notion of torture as an aggravated form of inhuman treatment,12 the case of Ireland v. United Kingdom challenged the Commission’s purpose-driven test with the approach of the European Court of Human Rights. In that case, which involved five interrogation techniques used on IRA suspects by British security forces,13 the Commission considered that the purpose of the techniques was “to obtain information” from the persons subjected to them and unanimously held that the techniques amounted to
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torture. Again, it considered that “the systematic application of the techniques for the purpose of inducing a person to give information shows a clear resemblance to those methods of systematic torture.”14 The European Court, however, disagreed with the Commission’s analysis and concluded that while the use of the techniques did constitute inhuman treatment, they did not rise to the level of torture. Buttressing its rationale on the UN Declaration’s definition of torture as an “aggravated form” of inhuman treatment, the Court held:

In order to determine whether the five techniques should also be qualified as torture, the Court must have regard to the distinction, embodied in Article 3, between this notion and that of inhuman or degrading treatment. In the Court’s view, this distinction derives principally from a difference in the intensity of the suffering inflicted. Although the five techniques, as applied in combination, undoubtedly amounted to inhuman and degrading treatment . . . they did not occasion suffering of the particular intensity and cruelty implied by the word torture as so understood.15

Thus, as the Court then saw it, the distinction between torture and CIDT “derive[d] principally from a difference in the intensity of the suffering inflicted,” a distinction for which torture deserved “special stigma” not merited by other forms of inhuman or degrading treatment.16

The United Nations Convention against Torture

In response to a UN General Assembly resolution, the Commission on Human Rights (now Council on Human Rights) produced a draft convention against torture intended to supersede the 1975 Declaration. To this end, the Commission set up a Working Group to study the distinction between torture and CIDT, which found that while “the concept of torture could be defined in reasonably precise terms, it was impossible to draft a precise definition” of inhuman treatment.17 Moreover, because States Parties to the convention would be legally obligated to incorporate its terms and provisions into their national criminal law, “it was hardly possible to attach these obligations to a vague concept like cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”18

Cognizant of the Working Group’s debates, in December 1984 the General Assembly adopted the UN Convention against Torture’s (CAT) definition. According to CAT Article 1(1):

For the purposes of this Convention, torture means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.19

Whereas the 1975 Declaration adopted the European Commission’s definition of torture as an aggravated form of inhuman treatment, the Convention abandoned this distinction. Instead, Article 16 refers explicitly to “cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment not amounting to torture,” and requires only that States Parties “undertake to prevent,” rather than prohibit, such acts committed under their jurisdiction.20 This is a critical distinction since CAT requires that States Parties establish judicial remedies for torture victims, assert criminal jurisdiction over acts of torture and prosecute or extradite its perpetrators, and bar the submission of all statements obtained through torture in legal proceedings.21 None of these obligations apply to inhuman treatment.

“Detainee No. 063 was forced to wear a bra. He had a thong placed on his head. He was massaged by a female interrogator who straddled him like a lap dancer. He was told that his mother and sisters were whores.”

Severity Revisited: Torture and the ‘War on Terror’

A new assault on the legal regime prohibiting torture and inhuman treatment began shortly after September 11, 2001, when the “United States and an increasing number of other governments . . . adopted a legal position which, while acknowledging the absolute nature of the prohibition on torture, [put] the absolute nature of the prohibition on CIDT in question.”22 Most emblematic of this attempt was the authoring of a 2002 Department of Justice memorandum (Bybee Memo) by the Office of Legal Council for Alberto Gonzales, then Counsel to President Bush and now U.S. Attorney General. Principally authored by Deputy Assistant Attorney General John Yoo, the Bybee Memo provided a detailed legal analysis of Section 2340 of the United States Criminal Code, which was implemented as part of U.S. obligations to criminalize torture after ratifying CAT in 1992. Section 2340A makes it a criminal offense for any persons outside of the U.S. to commit (or attempt to commit) an act of torture, while § 2340, tracking the language of Article 1 of CAT, defines such an act as one “committed by a person acting under the color of law specifically intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering (other than pain or suffering that is incidental to lawful sanctions) upon another person within his custody or physical control.”23 Significantly, the statutes do not criminalize inhuman treatment. Rather, it was the U.S. position prior to ratifying CAT that the “vagueness of the phrase [cruel, inhuman, and degrading] could not be construed to bar acts not prohibited by the U.S. Constitution.” As a result, the government declared that it only considered itself bound by the obligation to prevent CIDT “insofar as the term . . . means the cruel, unusual, and inhumane
treatment or punishment prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth, and/or Fourteenth Amendments."24

While there is much to criticize in the Bybee Memo, especially noteworthy is the extremely high threshold for torture it set forth, defined as:

[Intense pain or suffering of the kind that is equivalent to the pain that would be associated with serious physical injury so severe that death, organ failure, or permanent damage resulting in a loss of significant body function will likely result.25

Additionally, with respect to psychological torture, the memo opined that:

Severe mental pain requires suffering not just at the moment of infliction but it also requires lasting psychological harm, such as seen in mental disorders like post-traumatic stress disorder… Because the acts inflicting torture are extreme, there is a significant range of acts that might constitute cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment but fail to rise to the level of torture.26

Essentially, the Bybee Memo stood for the proposition that the “key statutory phrase in the definition of torture” is whether it causes severe pain or suffering.27

This rationale, in turn, served as the legal basis for the now infamous interrogation techniques applied to suspected terrorists at the Guantanamo Bay facilities and, undoubtedly, in Afghanistan and Iraq as well.28 Indeed, by December 2002, former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld had authorized the use of aggressive interrogation techniques (a menu of nineteen “counter-resistance techniques,” in the administration’s parlance) that tested the very limits of the Bybee Memo, including the use of stress positions for up to four hours, interrogations for up to twenty hours, solitary detention for up to thirty days, forced grooming, removal of all comfort items (including the Koran and toilet paper), hooding, the removal of clothing, forced shaving of facial hair, auditory/environmental manipulation, and “mild non-injurious physical contact.”29

The extent of the abuse perpetuated by these techniques is still unknown, but will certainly continue to be scrutinized with the recent passage of the Military Commissions Act, which provides that statements obtained under such conditions may be used at trial.30 Indeed, the findings of the U.S. government itself underscore the primacy the Bybee Memo attached to severity as a means of distinguishing between torture and inhuman treatment. An official investigation into the case of Mohammed al-Qahtani, suspected of being the “20th hijacker” in the September 11th attacks, is illustrative. In response to concerns raised by FBI agents as to the interrogation techniques used on al-Qahtani, military investigators began reviewing his case and found that:

[D]etainee No. 063 was forced to wear a bra. He had a thong placed on his head. He was massaged by a female interrogator who straddled him like a lap dancer. He was told that his mother and sisters were whores. He was told that other detainees knew he was gay. He was forced to dance with a male interrogator. He was strip-searched in front of women. He was led on a leash and forced to perform dog tricks. He was doused with water. He was prevented from praying. He was forced to watch as an interrogator squatted over the Koran.31

In July 2005, the Army’s internal investigation determined that Major General Geoffrey Miller — then commander of the detention facilities at Guantanamo (and later Iraq’s Abu Ghraib prison) — had failed to adequately monitor the interrogation of al-Qahtani but determined that “technically, no torture occurred.”32 Similarly, then Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld stated prior to the Army’s investigation, “My impression is that what has been charged thus far is abuse, which I believe technically is different from torture… I don’t know if… it is correct to say… that torture has taken place, or that there’s been a conviction for torture. And therefore I’m not going to address the torture word.”33

---

**Changing Classifications in Torture and Inhuman Treatment**

It took two years and the public horror of Abu Ghraib for the Bybee Memo, which only came to light after being leaked to the press, to be formally withdrawn and replaced with a new memorandum prepared by Acting Assistant Attorney General Daniel Levin (Levin Memo).34 The Levin Memo asserts that it “supersedes the August 2002 Memorandum in its entirety”35 and repudiates some of the more extreme aspects of the Bybee Memo’s interpretation of torture. Unfortunately, however, it retains the Bybee Memo’s core distinction between torture and CIDT, i.e., that the decisive criterion for distinguishing between the two is the severity of pain or suffering inflicted on a victim. The memo notes, in part, that “[d]rawing distinctions among gradations of pain (for example, severe, mild, moderate, substantial, extreme, intense, excruciating, or agonizing) is obviously not an easy task” but such distinctions nevertheless form the heart of its analysis.36 Notably, this approach remains significantly out of step with international law and the later jurisprudence of both the European Court and the Committee against Torture.

**The European Court of Human Rights Post-Ireland**

Criticism of the decision in *Ireland v. United Kingdom* has been plentiful, and the logic of the decision held sway over the European Court’s reasoning for nearly twenty years, leading to frequent findings of inhuman treatment but never of torture.37 The Bybee Memo in fact relied upon the Court’s decision in *Ireland v.
United Kingdom, selectively highlighting it as the “leading case . . . explicating the differences between torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment.”38 This reliance is inapt, however, as the Court has since retreated significantly from its severity-of-suffering approach by holding, in the case of Selmouni v. France, that sustained beatings leaving evidence of physical injury (acts it would have previously categorized as only “inhuman”) now constitute torture.39 In its judgment, the Court stated: 

[H]aving regard to the fact that the Convention is a “living instrument which must be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions” . . . the Court considers that certain acts which were classified in the past as “inhuman and degrading treatment” as opposed to “torture” could be classified differently in the future. It takes the view that the increasingly high standard being required in the area of the protection of human rights and fundamental liberties correspondingly and inevitably requires greater firmness in assessing breaches of the fundamental values of democratic societies.40

In Keenan v. United Kingdom, the Court moved even further towards disavowing severity of suffering as the defining factor, noting that:

While it is true that the severity of suffering, physical or mental, attributable to a particular measure has been a significant consideration in many of the cases decided . . . under Article 3, there are circumstances where proof of the actual effect on the person may not be a major factor. For example, in respect of a person deprived of his liberty, recourse to physical force which has not been made strictly necessary by his own conduct diminishes human dignity and is in principle an infringement of the right set forth in Article 3.”41

Thus, while the Court continues to retain its distinction between CIDT and torture, its decisions in Selmouni and Keenan suggest that the level of pain inflicted is increasingly a less determinate factor, as acts it once considered only “inhuman” could now rise to the level of torture, depending on the context and purpose for which physical force is employed.

The Convention against Torture: Intent and Interpretation

In the view of many commentators, the fact that the final version of CAT abandoned the UN Declaration’s definition of torture as an aggravated form of inhuman treatment, and the defeat of U.S. and United Kingdom proposals to qualify the intensity of torture as “extremely severe pain or suffering,” indicate that the UN “wished to follow the approach taken by the European Commission [in Ireland v. United Kingdom] over the approach by the [European] Court.”42 In other words, it favored the application of a purposive test in distinguishing between torture and CIDT, rather than one of severity alone. A review of the Convention’s travaux préparatoires supports this view.

According to J. Herman Burgers and Hans Danelius, both of whom chaired the Working Group drafting CAT in the 1980s, it was understood by the treaty’s drafters that, for the purposes of Articles 1 and 16, victims of the prohibition of torture and CIDT, “must be understood as consisting of persons who are deprived of their liberty or who are otherwise under the factual power or control of the person responsible for the treatment or punishment.”43 Although the Committee has declined to adopt this view — in a recent case, it made findings of inhuman treatment in the context of non-detained persons44 — the fact that Article 1 of CAT attaches a purposive element to the definition of torture and Article 16 does not led Burgers and Danelius to conclude that “the purpose of the act is irrelevant in determining whether or not the act should be considered to constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”45 Accordingly, if severe suffering — either physical or psychological — is inflicted while one is confined or detained, then it is inhuman. If, however, it is inflicted for achieving a certain purpose identified in Article 1, e.g., for extracting a confession or eliciting information, then it also rises to the level of torture. As the current UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, Manfred Nowak, puts it:

In principle, every form of cruel and inhuman treatment, including torture, requires the infliction of severe pain or suffering . . . Whether cruel or inhuman treatment can also be qualified as torture depends on the fulfillment of the other requirements in Article 1 CAT; mainly whether inhuman treatment was used for any purposes spelled out therein.46

Thus, while the severity of pain is certainly a necessary element of torture, it would be contrary to the Convention’s intent to elevate it, as the Bybee and Levin memoranda do, at the expense of a purposive analysis. The CAT’s drafting history instead supports the conclusion, affirmed by the ECHR in Keenan as well, that it is the purposive element of torture, the intent that motivates the conduct, which principally distinguishes it from CIDT, and not the severity of treatment itself.

A brief review of the Committee’s individual complaint jurisprudence and its state reporting procedure supports this position. For example, in three cases all involving Serbian citizens of Romani origin the Committee made findings of torture when it found credible the applicants’ allegations that they had been arrested and severely beaten while in police custody. In each case, the Committee determined that the abuse complained of rose to the level of torture because it could be “characterized as severe pain or suffering intentionally inflicted by public officials in the context of the investigation of a crime.”47 In other words, it was the purpose of the inflicted suffering, committed to extract a confession from detainees, which informed the Committee’s analysis. In contrast, the case of Hajirizi Dzemajl et al. v. Yugoslavia is the only instance in which the Committee has found a violation of Article 16 alone. In that case, Romani applicants submitted a violation of torture when private citizens destroyed their homes with the acquiescence of the Montenegrin police. Despite the suffering that the razings undoubtedly caused, the Committee declined to make an Article 1 determination and concluded only that “the burning and destruction of houses constitute, in the circumstances, acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”48 While admittedly inconclusive, the fact that the Committee’s only finding of CIDT to date involved a situation in which the victims were not actually detained underscores the likelihood that the treatment failed to rise to the level of torture not because it was insufficiency “severe,” but because it occurred outside the context of a deprivation of liberty.

The Committee’s commitment to the absolute prohibition on inhuman treatment is further supported by the position it has adopted with respect to Israel, a country of particular significance since another case on which the Bybee Memo relied was Public Committee against Torture in Israel v. Israel, decided in 1999 by the Israeli Supreme Court.49 While the import of this decision might otherwise be to note that, regardless of the distinction between torture and inhuman treatment, the Court found the “law of interrogation” to exclude both,50 the Bybee Memo nevertheless
appropriated the Court’s distinction between the two to bolster its reliance on a severity standard. More telling, however, is the Committee’s approach to the same interrogation techniques prior to the Supreme Court’s decision. In 1997, for instance, during its report to the Committee, the Israeli government maintained that its techniques did not cause severe suffering and therefore did not violate Article 1 of the Convention. The Committee rejected this argument, noting that the techniques were “breaches of Article 16 and also constituted torture as defined in Article 1.” In no case did the Committee view suffering as a criterion distinguishing torture from inhuman treatment; rather, the techniques Israeli authorities employed violated both Articles 1 and 16 of CAT51 “because other criteria, such as intent and purpose of extracting information, were met.”52

“The severity standard is even more problematic as it has the pernicious effect of distorting the debate on torture and inhuman treatment to focus only on the most heinous acts, creating what David Luban has called a ‘cottage industry in the jurisprudence of pain.’”

A Distorted Debate

Why is all this significant? On one level, it demonstrates the specious basis for many of the legal claims asserted in the Bybee and Levin memoranda, both of which rely on a strict severity standard as the primary criterion distinguishing torture from inhuman treatment. While the Levin Memo repudiates some of the more outrageous claims set forth by Bybee, it nevertheless retains the problematic premise that severity is the primary standard by which acts of torture are to be judged. Certainly, severity is an element to be considered, particularly in view of the subjective nature of suffering, but that is not the sole criterion for distinguishing inhuman treatment from torture. Rather, the weight of human rights jurisprudence supports the view that it is the purposive element of torture that elevates its gravity, not the level of suffering inflicted. Moreover, as Nowak notes, “By focusing only on the criminal prohibition of torture and defining the borderline between torture and CIDT, [the] memoranda create the impression that only torture is absolutely prohibited under U.S. law.”53 This impression is clearly false: simply because inhuman treatment does not rise to the level of an international crime does not mean that it is any less impermissible.

On another level the severity standard is even more problematic as it has the pernicious effect of distorting the debate on torture and inhuman treatment to focus only on the most heinous acts, creating what David Luban has called a “cottage industry in the jurisprudence of pain.”54 Indeed, while the passage of the 2005 Detainee Treatment Act was promisingly meant to close the “gap” between torture and inhuman treatment in U.S. law by prohibiting both equally,55 the Military Commissions Act of 2006 (MCA) adopts similar severity-based distinctions between torture and CIDT. Under the terms of the Act “severe pain,” the hallmark of torture, remains prohibited “for the purposes of obtaining information or a confession, punishment, intimidation [or] coercion,”56 but “serious” pain, which is now the province of inhuman treatment, requires no purposive element.57 Further, in language ominously reminiscent of the Bybee Memo, the MCA defines “serious pain or suffering” as bodily injury involving at least one of the following: substantial risk of death, extreme physical pain, burns or physical disfigurement of a serious nature, or significant loss or impairment of the function of a bodily member.58 In this manner, the severity standard for inhuman treatment is redefined in terms virtually indistinguishable from torture, but any purpose-oriented distinction therein is removed. Pain may now be so extreme as to involve the loss of a bodily member but, under the MCA, it would not constitute torture even if it was inflicted for coercive purposes.

Ultimately, the intent here is not to argue for the moral rightness (or wrongness) of any of these distinctions. Categorizing levels of ill-treatment and their respective criminality is a work of legal fiction that can confuse as often as it clarifies. For better or worse, these distinctions exist in law; however, if they are to serve any purpose, it should not be to permit states to evade criminal responsibility through artifice and technicality, the normative effect of which exceptionalizes torture when, in fact, it remains distressingly common. Indeed, it is a telling sign of our impoverished discourse on the subject that we are now left to wonder whether “waterboarding” (or, in the more modest characterization of U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney, a “dunk in the water”) is perhaps not as bad as one might think.59 Or, as Donald Rumsfeld mused, if he stands for eight to ten hours a day, why should detainees be restricted to four?60 As these statements suggest, severity alone risks becoming an increasingly arbitrary standard by which to define torture, one whose threshold is set ever higher by those least at risk of experiencing it.

In order to combat this risk, the notion that severity alone distinguishes (or should principally distinguish) torture and CIDT, or that the criminalization of the former is somehow a license to commit the latter, must be rejected. This is the approach of international human rights law and humanitarian law alike,61 and it ought to be the position of all governments and States Parties alike, American or otherwise. To focus only on torture, or to confine its discourse to academic debates on the advisability of “torture war-
rants’ (illuminating though such discussions may be)\(^2\) risks repudiating the very “object and purpose” of the Convention against Torture\(^3\) and perverts the larger body of international law that prohibits all forms of inhuman treatment, of which torture is but one part. Further, to draw sharp distinctions between torture and “lesser” horrors is to perpetuate a discourse that cares more about how to avoid imprisonment than the moral ramifications and human costs of what it means to inflict great suffering.
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